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Preface

The inspiration for this project came after working on a Python download script for the 

Application Development Integrated Project over the summer. The Austrian National 

Sentinel Mirror site enables access to Sentinel-2 data, and the original script queried the 

database and downloaded data from there. However, the mirror site currently only offers 

data processed roughly within the last week, thus another solution needed to be found to 

acquire data from further back in time.

As a physical geographer with long-time intentions to explore programming, that course 

opened the door to starting to work with the open-source scripting language, Python. The 

task turned out to be a lot of fun and I found myself sitting late into the evening enjoying 

solving problems; a collection of simple logic games that had real outcomes. It was then 

that I decided that I wanted to gain even more experience programming with Python, 

particularly with relation to the up-and-coming Sentinel-2 satellite data. Coincidentally, a 

project doing just that was already in place at Z_GIS where my efforts would not only 

benefit my further education, but the research of others.

I would like to thank Dirk Tiede and Martin Sudmanns, who helped envision this project, 

and primarily supported and supervised it. Additionally, thanks are due to the professors 

of the I3 project this semester, who were available for consultation and shared skill-sets 

related to project management, communication and presentation and more: Hermann 

Klug, Gabriele Leonhardt, Gerald Griesebner and Bernhard Zagel. Special thanks to 

Gerald Griesebner for continually checking in and asking pointed questions
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1. Introduction

Earth observation (EO) data are being rapidly collected at increasing spatial and temporal resolutions, 

faster than researchers can utilize and with free and open data volumes outpacing existing spatial data 

infrastructures. The age of free and open EO big data has arrived and methods of incorporating 

semantic enrichment as well as more efficiently storing, accessing and querying them, whether 

spatially, temporally or semantically, are being explored. Increased inclusion of semantics transforms 

such big data into meaningful information. Many spatial analysis routines can be chained together and 

automated, yet analysis of remotely sensed images often requires more user interaction to produce 

meaningful results.

This research project is situated in an overall vision to develop an automated workflow for post-

classification change detection analysis based on Sentinel-2 EO images, the Satellite Image Automatic 

Mapper (SIAM™) developed by Dr. Andrea Baraldi and the cutting-edge ImageQuerying (IQ) system 

primarily using Python. IQ is an automatic near-real time EO image understanding system (IUS) with 

the goal of enabling multi-temporal, spatial and semantic queries based on image content rather than 

exclusively based on metadata (Sudmanns et al. 2016; Tiede et al. 2016a; Tiede et al. 2016b). These 

queries could eventually include situations like monitoring effects of forest fires over time in a 

relatively large, remote area, looking at seasonal changes in vegetation or water bodies over a multiple-

year time frame, or identifying areas with low to no cloud cover at specific times regardless of overall 

cloud cover of the original images loaded into the database.

Tiede et al. (2014) were able to automate post-classification change detection using Landsat images. 

The concept of this project is to do similar change detection analysis, but using Sentinel-2 images and 

pre-classified categories, also known as semi-concepts, rather than land cover classes. Incorporation 

into the IQ array database facilitates a range of possible queries and makes automation considerably 

more dynamic instead of automating a specific query. Two test case scenarios were chosen to illustrate 

the workflow. Automating routine EO data acquisition and analysis tasks can be seen as an efficient 

approach to tackling EO big data challenges. The results of this project contribute to existing efforts 

under development at Z_GIS, University of Salzburg’s Interfaculty Department of Geoinformatics.

IP: Interdisciplinary | Integrated | Interactive 1
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2. Case Study Locations and Times

Two locations were chosen to illustrate the workflow and explore semantic queries as change detection 

analysis in IQ. See Appendix A for 

Sentinel-2 data product names.

2.1 Asyut, Egypt

Located in central Egypt, Asyut is a 

dynamic and rapidly growing city at the 

moment (Figure 1). Current research by 

Dr. Felix Bachofer at the University of 

Tuebingen in RapidPlanning was the 

basis for choosing Asyut to look at 

changes over time in an urban context. 

Two Sentinel-2 36RUR tiles  from 

January 10, 2016 and January 04, 2017 

were used.

2.2 California, USA

The year 2016 saw one of the largest 

recorded fires in Californian history, the 

Erskine fire, which was reported June 23, 

2016 and contained July 11, 2016. 

Nearly 200 km2 were directly affected by 

the fire. Four Sentinel-2 images of tile 

11SLV were processed: October 22, 

2015; May 19, 2016; July 28, 2016; 

November 05, 2016. However, only the 

first and last dates were used in the 

change detection query ( Figure 2).
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3. Material and Methods

3.1 Overview

Automated data acquisition, user-defined change detection analysis and the creation of cartographic 

deliverables were all encompassed in the workflow. Configuring the Windows environment to allow 

automation took considerable time, and was also documented extensively.

The workflow included the following steps, subsequently explained in more detail:

(1) fine-tuning the existing automatic download script to acquire individual multi-temporal 

Sentinel-2 image tiles from two Sentinel data hubs

(2) creating an open-source pre-processing script for Sentinel-2 images, including conversion to 

8-bit, re-sampling coarser resolution bands and layer stacking for use in SIAM™ 

(3) simplifying the folder structure, extracting tile folders from deeper in the original structure

(4) creating a batch script to run SIAM™ and pre-classify the downloaded images

(5) establishing an extract, transform, load (ETL) process – i.e. populating or updating IQ’s 

array database with a stacks of select SIAM™ results

(6) defining spatio-temporal queries in IQ

(7) creating cartographic deliverables of IQ query results using QGIS

All code and configuration can be viewed in more detail in the automating ImageQuerying (AIQ) 

public GitHub repository: https://github.com/augustinh22/AIQ Figure 21 in the projection management 

section offers a visualization of the previously mentioned workflow divided into project work 

packages.

3.2 Software and Configuration

This workflow was designed for a 64-bit Windows environment, with all scripts launched using 

Powershell. Python was the language used for automation. A fresh instance of Python 2.7 64-bit was 

downloaded from https://www.python.org/downloads/ and its directory (i.e. C:\Python27) set in the 

IP: Interdisciplinary | Integrated | Interactive 3
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Windows system environment variables under the PATH variable. The “~\scripts” folder in the Python 

directory was also set to the PATH variable. Setting these variables allows Python to be called and run 

from the command line or Powershell.

Configuring the Windows environment required careful consideration of dependencies, since virtual 

environments were not used. The third-party Python module, requests, was used to handle Sentinel-2 

data hub authorization (i.e. logging in) and handling HTTP requests for downloads and metadata 

streaming. The command line downloading utility, aria2, was used to handle downloads. Aria2 was 

downloaded and copied to the Python folder in order to allow it to be called within a Python script.  If  

downloads are interrupted, aria2 will resume them automatically as soon as possible. NumPy, SciPy 

and the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL) were also installed, including Python bindings 

for GDAL. Locations of Windows binaries for installation as well as configuration instructions are 

available at the AIQ public GitHub repository.

Retrieving tile coordinates was enabled using the Sentinel-2 tiling grid. This file was downloaded from 

European Space Agency (ESA) (see README.md in the GitHub repository) and used to return a tile’s 

center point based on its name in the download script. The tiling grid must be located in the same 

directory as the download script to be accessed by it.

3.3 Code

A total of 5 Python scripts were developed during the course in order to automate data acquisition, the 

creation of information layers using SIAM™, and stacking selected information layers for loading into 

IQ’s Rasdaman array database. These scripts could be chained together to create a completely 

automated process, if so desired, though currently need to be run in succession by the user. The only 

user-set parameters include defining what Sentinel-2 data to download, and which masks SIAM™ 

should create in addition to the default semi-concept layers.

An additional Python script was written by Martin Sudmanns enabling a WCSTImport process for the 

Rasdaman array database. This script was modified by the author to accommodate Sentinel-2 data, but 

file paths needed to be manually inserted in both the Python script (i.e. recipe script) and JSON files  

(i.e. ingredients files). This is explained later in more detail.

IP: Interdisciplinary | Integrated | Interactive 4
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3.3.1 Download (Automatic)

The download script, download.py, was by far the most complex of the scripts developed, and is based 

on the work of Olivier Hagolle (GitHub @olivierhagolle). He developed a script that uses downloading 

utilities curl or wget to download Sentinel-2 images from the API hub on either Windows or Linux 

operating systems. Unfortunately, Hagolle’s script is primarily tested on Linux, thus has many bugs 

when run on Windows. The script developed for this course enables the user to search the database of 

the Sentinel Scientific Data Hub using either the DataHubSystem (dhus) or API access points using 

Powershell or the command line in Windows. It then downloads the query results, including tile 

specific downloads. The parameters listed in Table 1 may be set by the user in the command line.

Table 1: command line parameters for the download script

Option Description
-a Sentinels Scientific Data Hub account and password text file, if available
-w path where products should be downloaded (default = C:\TempS2)
-r maximum number of records to download (default=100)

--hub define data hub (default = apihub); other option = ‘dhus’
-t Sentinel-2 tile name; if ‘?’ is set, tile names in each entry are returned
-l town name as location (pick one which is not too frequent to avoid confusions)

--lat latitude in decimal degrees (point input)
--lon longitude in decimal degrees (point input)

--latmin min. latitude in decimal degrees (polygon input)
--latmax max. latitude in decimal degrees (polygon input)
--lonmin min. longitude in decimal degrees (polygon input)
--lonmax max. longitude in decimal degrees (polygon input)

-s Sentinel mission considered (e.g. S1 or S2), (default=S2)
-d start date as "yyyy-mm-dd" (default = 2015-06-13)
-f end date as "yyyy-mm-dd" (default = current day)
-c only search for products up to a certain cloud percentage (e.g. 50 for 50%)
-o orbit path number

IP: Interdisciplinary | Integrated | Interactive 5
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In order to use the download script, the user needs to navigate to the folder containing the download 

script in Powershell and ask a query.  Figure 3 displays what this looks like in Powershell. If there is no 

text file specified containing the username and password, the user is prompted to provide that 

information. The directory C:\TempS2 is set to be the directory in all of the scripts to follow, so is the  

default write directory but could be modified by the user. Specific tiles can be queried based on the  

Sentinel-2 tiling grid, assuming it has already been downloaded and included at the location of the 

download script. Once a connection to the data hub is authorized and established, the query results are 

returned in an xml file to the folder containing the download script using aria2.

Example queries include the following:

Search for data covering a specific point:

python download.py --lat 47.083 --lon 12.842

Search for data intersecting a specific polygon:

python download.py --latmin 46 --latmax 48 --lonmin 12 --lonmax 14

Search for a common name location:

python download.py -l Vienna

Search for a specific tile:

python download.py -t 33TUN

A spatial query for Salzburg including tile names after 2016-11-10 with < 20% cloud cover:

python download.py -l Salzburg -t ? -d 2016-11-10 -c 20

This xml of query results is then parsed and specific information is printed in Powershell, including file 

name, sensing date, size, cloud cover percentage and file download path. When a user wants to find out  

what tiles are located in query results, the query “-t ?” returns tile names dynamically by streaming and 

parsing the metadata of each individual query result (Figure 4) from the data hub. If the “-t” option is 

omitted or set to a specific tile, the same results that appear in Figure 4 are returned, but without the 

number of tiles and their names.

IP: Interdisciplinary | Integrated | Interactive 6
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The overall file size of all combined results is dynamically added and included in a popup for the user 

to decide whether or not to download all of the results ( Figure 5). If specific tiles were queried and are 

included in larger, multi-tile products, the file size of the entire product is used in this calculation, 

which may lead to lager estimates when downloading specific tiles. Specific tile files in such cases are  

extracted file by file rather than downloaded at once as a single product. Should the user not want to 

download all the results returned, they can choose “no”. At that point, they may ask a more specific 

query, ultimately starting the script again, or keep a copy of the query results xml file for later 

reference. This popup was included to avoid users accidentally downloading mass amounts of data 

without knowledge of the total file size.

If users choose to download data, aria2 begins downloading all of the Sentinel-2 products returned in 

the query from the data hub, saving them to the defined write directory. In the case that certain data  

already exist in the write directory, 

that download is skipped. Once a 

product is downloaded, it is also 

automatically unzipped, removing 

the original zipped file. By keeping 

the download script separate from 

pre-processing, users can download 

data from multiple download 

queries and process it all together 

afterwards.
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3.3.2 Pre-Process (Automatic)

The pre-processing script, conversion.py, is based on an ArcPy script developed by Dirk Tiede, in that 

it is meant to do exactly the same thing, but was written from scratch using only open-source 

dependencies (i.e. GDAL, NumPy and SciPy). Other than the pre-defined Sentinel-2 root directory 

being C:\TempS2, the script is meant to be platform independent so long as the dependencies are 

installed, including Python bindings for GDAL. It was tested on both Windows and Mac OS.

Every individual tile folder (i.e. folders located in the GRANULE folder) in each unzipped, Sentinel-2 

folder located in the root directory is pre-processed for SIAM™.  Figure 6 (ESA 2015) depicts the 

original data structure of downloaded Sentinel-2 products for clarification. While the structure before 

December 06, 2016 included multiple tiles in the GRANULE folder, the new product structure delivers 

only one tile in every product.

IP: Interdisciplinary | Integrated | Interactive 8
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The script first collects all of the file paths to each 

individual tile folder. Before proceeding, it returns 

the number of tile folders found in the root directory 

and asks whether the user would like to process them 

all ( Figure 7). If the user decides to continue, the 

script then cycles through each folder pre-processing 

the necessary image data located in the IMG_DATA 

folder.

Bands 2, 3, 4, 8, 11, and 12 are required for SIAM™. 

These are the blue, green, red, near infrared and two short wave infrared bands, respectively. The first 

four bands have a spatial resolution of 10m, but the short wave infrared bands have a spatial resolution 

of 20m. SIAM™ was designed based on Landsat data and requires 8-bit radiometric resolution and a 

thermal band. Since Sentinel-2 data do not have a thermal band, a fake thermal band with a constant  

value of 110 is created for each tile.   Figure 8 (NASA 2015) displays Sentinel-2 bands in relation to 

those of Landsat 7 and 8 for reference.

The metadata for each tile folder is parsed and printed in Powershell to keep the user informed about 

which tile is being processed ( Figure 9). Elapsed time is also recorded and printed to screen at each 

step, resulting in the total time required for processing all tiles once the script has finished. The 6  

necessary Sentinel-2 bands for each tile are read as arrays for calculations using GDAL, converted to 8-

bit radiometric resolution 

using NumPy, extreme 

outliers (i.e. pixels with 

super high reflectance) 

are adjusted, bands 11 

and 12 are resampled to 

10m resolution using 

SciPy, and finally these 6 

bands are stacked using 

GDAL. In order for 

SIAM™ to recognize the 
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file, it must end with the following phrase: calrefbyt_lndstlk.dat This ending means “calibrated 

reflectance byte, Landsat like”. This stack is saved with the tile’s file name and the aforementioned 

name ending as ENVI .dat format in a new folder for processed data, called PROC_DATA. This folder 

is located within the individual tile’s folder. The fake thermal band is saved as its own  ENVI .dat file 

with the tile file name but with the ending: caltembyt_lndstlk.dat (i.e. “calibrated temperature byte, 

Landsat like”). Each Sentinel-2 tile required 10-15 minutes to pre-process for SIAM™. This time 

varies depending on hardware, of course.

3.3.3 File Path Restructuring (Automatic)

Sentinel-2 files have long file names and deep file structures, as partially illustrated in Fig. 6. This leads 

to long file paths, which Windows has difficulty handling. In order to reduce problems and simplify the 

file structure, all tile folders are moved to the root directory (i.e. C:\TempS2). The remaining original 

file structures are moved to a newly created folder in the root directory called “metadata” for reference. 

This process of moving folders generally occurs within one second. 

IP: Interdisciplinary | Integrated | Interactive 10
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3.3.4 Create SIAM™ Batch Script (Automatic)

Image preliminary classification categorizes remotely sensed imagery based on David Marr’s (1982) 

definition of semi-concepts. According to Marr, human vision begins with a pre-attentive first stage 

resulting in a symbolic primal sketch. SIAM™ pre-classifies remotely sensed images into semantic 

semi-concepts using a knowledge-based approach utilizing each pixel’s spectral values (Baraldi 2011). 

Semi-concepts bridge the gap between pixel values and semantic concepts, turning reflectance values 

into information (Lang and Tiede 2015). They are at most ~50% of the way between sensory data and 

symbolic, semantic classes (Baraldi 2015).

SIAM™ currently runs using batch scripts and requires each pre-processed, calibrated image to be 

located with relevant metadata in its own directory. Results for each image include four semantic 

granularities (18, 33, 48 and 96 categories) and are created in their respective directories. Various 

masks can also be created, if desired. SIAM™ is not an open-source product, and is the only 

proprietary software currently used in this workflow.

IP: Interdisciplinary | Integrated | Interactive 11
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A GUI ( Figure 10) was created for this batch script generator in order to offer an open source 

alternative to Dirk Tiede’s ArcPy script that serves the same purpose. The GUI was created using the 

standard Python module Tkinter. It allows the user to input the location of the SIAM™ executable, the 

root directory containing the tile folders with the stacked .dat files created in conversion.py, the type of 

image (in this case, always “Landsat-like”), and the masks that ought to be generated in addition to the 

semantic semi-concept information layers. The SIAM™ executable location on the work station at 

Z_GIS, and C:\TempS2 as the root directory are set as defaults.

In the scope of this project, the binary vegetation and urban seed masks were generated for testing and 

also loaded into IQ, but not utilized in either of the example queries. The generated batch script 

( Figure 11) is saved in the root directory as SIAM_multiple_batch_LANDSAT.bat and can be started by 

the user whenever they want to launch SIAM™ for processing. If only one tile is found, the name of 

the file is SIAM_batch_LANDSAT.bat. Each Sentinel-2 tile folder required roughly 15 minutes for 

SIAM™ to process on the available hardware.

3.3.5 Stack Select SIAM™ Information Layers (Automatic)

The last automated step in this workflow creates stacks of information layers generated by SIAM™, 

preparing them to be loaded into the IQ array database. Two stacks are created for each tile using 

GDAL, one semi-concept stack and one mask stack. These stacks are saved directly in the tile folder 

and not in the directory PROC_DATA since they are essentially the final products of this workflow for 

the database. Currently the script automatically creates the semi-concept stack with the 33 and 96 

semantic granularities, and the mask stack with only the binary vegetation and urban seed masks. The 

names of both stacks begin with “S2” and include the tile name and sensing date of their content. If the 

user desired other information layers to be included for loading into IQ, minor changes would need to 

be made to the siamstack.py script.

IP: Interdisciplinary | Integrated | Interactive 12
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3.3.6 WCSTImport (Semi-Automatic)

This process ultimately accesses the stacked information layers and ingests them into IQ’s Rasdaman 

array database. The process requires a recipe script, which is a class implementing the import, along 

with JSON ingredients files, which determine how the recipe behaves. A Python script was used as the 

recipe class. Since this process is currently only semi-automatic, requiring the user to manually change 

file paths for imports over each area, it will not be described in depth. However, if a user has multiple 

time-steps of the same tile, or various tiles in the same coordinate reference system considered part of 

the same project, only one import for the semi-concept masks and one for the mask stacks is necessary. 

In other words, each stacked file for each tile’s instance in time does not necessarily need to be 

imported individually. If automated, this step ought to take no longer than a minute per Sentinel-2 tile.

3.4 IQ: Semantic Queries

Once the data have been extracted and 

transformed using siamstack.py and semi-

automatically loaded into IQ, a spatio-temporal, 

semantic query can be asked of the time-series 

to provide change detection. In this case, 

information layers for four instances in time of 

UTM tile 11SLV were imported for the 

California fire area and two instances in time for 

the UTM tile 36RUR for Asyut, Egypt. The 

oldest and most recent data were used for 

change detection in California to consider 

changes over one year in both examples and to 

avoid seasonal effects.

Only the 33 semantic semi-concept information layer from SIAM™ was used for both queries in IQ. 

This layer’s semantic semi-concepts are explained in  Figure 12 and represented by defined pseudo-

colors.
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The query in IQ ( Figure 13) for Asyut, Egypt looked at vegetated, barren-land, and built- up areas 

(semi-concepts 1-20) that changed to water or shadow (21-24) over the course of a year, and vice versa. 

The area chosen was relatively small, but mostly because the rest of the image is dry, desert. Semi-

concepts 25-32, highly reflective pixels including clouds, were not considered.

In California, a larger area for the query was chosen. The goal was to look at changes in vegetation,  

hopefully identifying effects from the Erskine forest fire in addition to any other vegetation loss or gain 

over one year. The query ( Figure 14) looked at pixels that changed from equal to or below 12 (i.e. 

vegetation) to larger than 12 (i.e. non-vegetation) and vice versa. Changes due to clouds or shadows 

were not taken explicitly 

into consideration.

Once a query has been 

asked in IQ, a GeoTiff 

containing the results is 

de l i ve red and made 

available for download.

3.5 QGIS: Cartographic Deliverables

The GeoTiffs containing the IQ query results can be displayed cartographically using any GIS or 

mapping software. In this case, Quantum GIS (QGIS) was used in order to explore an alternative to 

map layouts in ArcGIS. External maps of Californian forest fires provided by a collection of US 

governmental agencies were selectively georeferenced for analytical purposes also using QGIS. These 

external maps are published at various locations online, one of which is InciWeb, an online interagency 

all-risk incident information management system (https://inciweb.nwcg.gov). 
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Figure 14: IQ semantic query identifying pixels changing from vegetation to non-

vegetation and vice versa

Figure 13: IQ semantic query for the area in Asyut, Egypt looking at changes in land to water and water to land
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4. Results

4.1 Asyut, Egypt

A relatively universal query was asked within Asyut, Egypt, a city situated in a beltway of green 

resulting from the Nile river, cutting through a desert landscape. The query was to return pixels that 

essentially changed from water or shadow to land semi-concepts as well as those that changed from 

land to water or shadow semi-concepts between the two snapshots roughly a year apart. Individual and 

small groups of pixels were identified in agricultural settings throughout and surrounding the city, but a 

dam currently being built was where the largest changes were detected ( Figure 15).
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4.2 California, USA

The Erskine fire ( Figure 16) in California served as a solid reference for looking at the results of 

automatic change detection in vegetative cover, represented in semi-concepts. Many other means of 

detecting and monitoring fires exist, but the purpose of automatic change detection when using big data 

would be to build a database of many different changes, regardless of their origin, especially useful for 

areas that are otherwise not being monitored. Having an existing, validated extent to compare results to 

was the driving factor to focus on the Erskine fire, an event that happened in a short time period and 

that impacted nearly 200 km2.
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Figure 16: Erskine fire extent provided by US governmental agencies (Source: https://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/4806/ 

accessed January 20, 2017)

https://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/4806/
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Keeping Lake Isabella as a spatial reference, changes in vegetation were detected throughout the entire 

known extent of the Erskine fire located south and west of the lake in  Figure 17. In conducting this 

query of vegetation change related to a known fire, however, another fire was detected. It took a few 

hours of research to identify the relatively large area of vegetation change as the Cedar fire, seen as the 

collection of orange pixels in the upper left corner of the query extent in  Figure 17. The Cedar fire 

occurred August 16, 2016 and was contained September 30, 2016. It burned an area located almost 

entirely in the Sierra National Forest and Sierra National Park, where regular burns occur due to the 

necessity of fire for the ecosystem. There was much less news coverage of the Cedar fire than the 

Erskine fire even though the Cedar fire still affected an area of 106km2. This difference in news 

coverage is likely due to the relatively larger distance to human settlements. Since it occurred in a 

densely vegetated national forest, the change was relatively more drastic and continuous than the less 

densely vegetated area affected by the Erskine fire. This difference in initial vegetative cover must be 

taken into consideration when looking at changes over time, regardless of the area or application.
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The extent map provided by US 

authorities ( Figure 18) was 

georeferenced in QGIS for 

improved compar ison. The 

detected changes in semi-concepts 

identified with the automatic 

workflow were overlaid to directly 

compare changes to the fire 

boundary identif ied by US 

authorities ( Figure 19). This is 

meant purely as data exploration, 

and not as validation of results.
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Figure 18: extent of the Cedar fire as identified by US government authorities  

(Source: https://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/4964/ accessed January 20, 2017)
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5. Discussion

Both case study areas in the scope of this project displayed meaningful change detection based on 

semantic queries. For simplicity’s sake, only one specific query (Fig. 13-14)  for changes between two 

Sentinel-2 images a year apart were made using only the SIAM™ 33 semi-concept information layer 

for both study areas, but many other queries are possible. Perhaps the most interesting aspect to 

conducting semantic change detection analysis in IQ is that any query using one to all of the ingested 

information layers can be made. IQ’s vision is to be used to query much more temporally dense data 

with expansive spatial coverage, enabling semantic queries of big EO data, whether from Sentinel-2, 

Landsat or other sensors and information layers (e.g. CORINE land cover). Currently, data availability 

within IQ’s database is a limiting factor for possible queries, especially related to the duration and 

density of the time-series at spatial extents included in IQ.

Imagine being able to query EO big data using semantics instead of just sensing dates, locations, cloud 

cover percentages, etc. Examples could include querying for lakes of a certain size, water bodies that  

disappeared or reappeared within a defined time frame (e.g. in permafrost environments or areas 

experiencing rapid desertification), or changes from vegetation to non-vegetation of a certain size and 

shape over a given period of time (e.g. large-scale deforestation or fires). In order to make such 

semantic queries of EO big data possible, automated workflows need to be further developed, and 

additional intelligence added. One possibility for adding additional intelligence would be to leverage 

the knowledge and methods of geographic object-based image analysis (GEOBIA). This would ideally 

enable queries related to size, shape, compactness, etc. to the semantic query options, looking at groups 

of pixels representing the same sort of change as objects rather than pixels. Finding ways to 

automatically classify EO images with land cover classes instead of semi-concepts would be another 

trajectory or research to pursue.

In Asyut, Egypt (Fig. 15), the query ultimately of water to land and land to water semi-concepts 

returned very clear results for the dam under construction in the Nile river. Similar simple queries 

could be useful in physical geography contexts, for example identifying changes to alluvial or fluvial 

plains with regard to the presence and location of water in space and time in remote areas. This query 

could be made with many temporal extents and densities in mind, depending on the question at hand. If  

these changes were saved in a database, areas with changes in the last year, or five years could be 
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identified, or even areas where defined changes were regularly detected but all of a sudden stopped. 

The possibilities are endless when such a system is applied on a larger scale with regard to space, time, 

information layers and hardware.

The study area in California (Fig. 2) provided the surprise of detecting a large forest fire previously 

unknown to the author (Fig. 19). California is relatively densely populated, and forest fires well 

documented. However, a similar simple query could be asked of expansive remote areas, given cloud-

free conditions, where humans do not already actively monitor fires, or other phenomena that cause 

drastic changes to land cover. Assuming data is being regularly collected and incorporated in an image 

understanding system like IQ, even changes that happen slowly over time can be detected given data 

with the necessary temporal extent.

One challenge faced when dealing with Sentinel-2 data was a lack of “no-data” metadata. Cloud 

coverage percentages exist for every Sentinel-2 product tile, however the area of “no data” is not taken 

into account. For example, an image may be 80% “no data”, and listed as having only 20% cloud 

cover, when, in fact, the entire area of the image containing data is covered by clouds. Originally, the 

planned study area was in Indonesia, since various images had been identified in the metadata as 

having low cloud cover percentages, despite the expectations of pervasive cloud coverage in the region. 

Unfortunately, this discrepancy was not discovered until a set of 30 images identified as having less  

than 20% cloud cover had been downloaded, pre-processed, pre-classified by SIAM™ and were 

viewed by a human. Until Copernicus offers no-data metadata, either an additional step to actively 

identify no-data percentages of images needs to be developed, or images need to be manually 

controlled. The positive outcome of this experience was to see the automated workflow successfully 

prepare 30 Sentinel-2 tiles for ingestion into IQ in under 24 hours on fairly modest hardware.

Naming conventions were another Sentinel-2 challenge, especially since they changed on December 

06, 2016. Long path names are no longer such a problem on Windows due to the new naming 

conventions put in place after December 06, 2016, but dealing with data in both naming conventions 

still needs to be streamlined. In a few years this will not be as noticeable of a problem unless a user 

wants to access data during the first year of Sentinel-2 data. Confusion surrounding sensing date and 

processing date also exist within file names. Processing dates usually are within hours of the sensing 

date and time, but sometimes are delayed many months, or even more than a year, resulting in 

misleading tile names in the old naming convention, where only the processing date is included.
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SIAM™ and the IQ array database run on Windows and Linux, respectively, but IQ itself is essentially 

online geoprocessing using a Python Web Processing Service (WPS), making it platform independent. 

This means that users can query data from anywhere at any time, assuming the data is already loaded in 

IQ. Only the download of query results may be prohibitive, especially when dealing with limited 

bandwidth and data transfer rates. The database can also handle any dataset that is properly 

georeferenced and able to be converted into an array, eliminating many data format issues. 

Incorporating various other information layers would be an area of further research.

6. Project Management

A Gantt chart was created with 4 work packages in ProjectLibre, an open-source project management 

software. A summary of the original baseline is represented by the blue bars in  Figure 20. Work 

packages 3 and 4, represented in red, were the two that ended up being delayed. This delay was due 

mostly to a 10 day wait for SIAM™ licensing to be renewed in the new year. There was also a bit of 

poor planning on the side of the author regarding loading data into IQ, which required Martin 

Sudmanns for access to the Linux server where IQ’s array database is located. Developing an IQ query 

also actually began when planned, earlier than represented by the red rectangle in Fig. 20, but due to 

the “no-data” problem, new study areas needed to be found. Thus, the queries developed from week 

11-13 were not relevant for the study areas that were actually used, and hence the depicted delay.
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Overall, the project was in time, resulting in just over 270 hours of work (see Appendix B for the day-

by-day time sheet), including all programming, creation of maps, presentations, progress reports, etc. 

Each work package was broken down into many smaller parts, for example two tasks per Python script 

(one for development and one for testing), as well as testing the entire workflow with one image and 

multiple images from both naming conventions. The change in naming conventions led to 3-weeks 

longer of testing for all of the scripts than planned, but work package 2 was still completed in time. 

Work packages 3 and 4 required less time than anticipated, which worked out well. In the future it  

would be advisable to build in 10-20% more time specifically for handling risks that may come to 

fruition. The division of the workflow into work packages can be seen in Figure 21, including details as 

to what is automatic, semi-automatic and what only works with user-specification.

A risk matrix was developed during initial project planning (Table 2). All risks except for the last listed 

related to SIAM™ licensing were identified during initial project planning. In retrospect, many more 

potential risks could have been identified and taken into consideration when setting time management 

goals for the various work packages. Risk management is essential to a successful project.
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7. Conclusion and Outlook

The objective of this project was to contribute to automating post-classification change detection 

analysis based on satellite images by automating Sentinel-2 image downloads, pre-processing images 

and populating or updating the IQ’s array database. This automated process of image acquisition to 

preparing data for ingestion to the IQ database was developed throughout the semester and currently 

exists as multiple automatic scripts. It could be integrated with limited further time investment to be 

tasked to run regularly, gathering data on a specified location or area. This would allow the most 

current data to be continually incorporated into IQ.

Sentinel-2 imagery has only existed for just over a year and will be doubled with a second Sentinel-2 

satellite contributing data, increasing temporal frequency of data. This proliferation of Sentinel-2 data 

could be better handled by researchers by utilizing automatic Sentinel-2 data acquisition and pre-

processing for whatever tasks required. In the case of IQ, developing an automatic process to load data 

into the IQ database would be ideal. Due to platform dependency of SIAM™ on Windows and IQ on 

Linux, automating loading data was not part of the scope of this project, but is definitely something to 

consider for the future.

While theoretically understood at the beginning of the project, it became increasingly apparent that 

incorporating GEOBIA methods to the automatic workflow would be a huge asset. Semi-concepts are 

not land cover classes, and their meaning is at most ~50% of the way to bridging the gap between 

sensory data and symbolic, semantic classes (Baraldi 2015). More intelligence needs to be built into the 

workflow in order to achieve automatic semantic classification. Segmentation and classification of 

pixels into semantically labeled objects would drastically expand query possibilities of EO big data and 

is an area for further research.
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Appendix A: original data

The data below were used in this project's applied examples. Please contact the author for proper 

metadata associated with each of these Sentinel-2 product packages downloaded from the Sentinel-2 

Scientific Data Hub.

Tile Sensing Date Product Name

11SLV 2016-05-19 S2A_OPER_PRD_MSIL1C_PDMC_20160520T024127_R027_V20160519T184433_20160519T184433.SAFE

11SLV 2016-07-28 S2A_OPER_PRD_MSIL1C_PDMC_20160729T013739_R027_V20160728T183826_20160728T183826.SAFE

11SLV 2016-11-05 S2A_OPER_PRD_MSIL1C_PDMC_20161106T020014_R027_V20161105T183542_20161105T183542.SAFE

11SLV 2015-10-22 S2A_OPER_PRD_MSIL1C_PDMC_20161214T191534_R027_V20151022T184002_20151022T184002.SAFE

36RUR 2016-01-10 S2A_OPER_PRD_MSIL1C_PDMC_20160110T155916_R021_V20160110T085036_20160110T085036.SAFE

36RUR 2017-01-04 S2A_MSIL1C_20170104T083332_N0204_R021_T36RUR_20170104T083845.SAFE
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Appendix B: daily time sheets

October 2016

Monthly total: 46.25 hours

Cumulative time: 46.25 hours
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November 2016

Monthly total: 75.50 hours

Cumulative time: 121.75 hours
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December 2016

Monthly total: 56.50 hours

Cumulative time: 178.25 hours
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January 2017

Monthly total: 93.25 hours

Cumulative time: 271.50 hours
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